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Chapter 326 

Fabian lunged over and grabbed the little fox’s mouth. 

The fox grabbed Fabian’s large hand with its two tiny paws. 

Its claws were not particularly strong, but several bloody streaks appeared on Fabian’s thin skin. 

“Damn it…” 

Fabian flung the fox aside. 

An ugly look appeared on his face. 

He had never liked furry animals. 

Now, he had gotten scratched by one after his first time coming into contact with it. 

The fox tumbled to the grass and rolled around a few times before coming to a stop. 

Then, it sat on the grass with an aggrieved look on its face as tears appeared in its blue eyes. 

A massive tiger strode toward the fox as it roared. 

The little fox whimpered. 

The tiger, which had been about to pounce, turned and walked away. 

 slinked away as well. 

 wolves howling rang 

 was getting dark. 

 pampered all his life and had never experienced anything 

He was panicking. 

 seemed able to communicate with the 

 to lead him to 

“Little creature…” 

 called out to the fox in 

 in its tracks and 

 you show me 

 his best 

 seem to understand what he said and turned to look at the tiger. 

 turned to him and let 



 extremely threatening. 

 did not understand what they meant either and got to his feet so he could walk toward them. 

 fangs as it curved its front legs slightly, moving into a ready-to-pounce 

 its head against 

 at the fox with its 

 a branch to make some marks on the ground before following in 

 while Fabian trailed behind them. It was an idyllic scene 

 out, but there was not even a single bar of reception in the mountains. 

 messages had been sent from his private 

The jet was equipped with a signal booster, so he managed to get some reception on his phone. 

Now, he could not even use his GPS. 

The sky soon turned dark. 

The fox and tiger led Fabian into a pitch-black cave. 

Fabian found some firewood and used his lighter to start a fire. 

The tiger let out a low roar. 

Meanwhile, the fox shuddered as it snuggled up next to the tiger. 

Fabian gazed at the tiger and fox with interest. 

The tiger was a ferocious beast, but it could co-exist with the fox in peace. 

The fox was a beautiful creature. Its fur looked like a coat of fresh snow. 

Its eyes, which were a brilliant shade of blue, were enchanting to look at as well. 

Vixens… 

This was probably how the term had come to exist! 

After another half-hour passed, the fox no longer feared Fabian. In fact, they were on good. 

terms now. 

It even brought Fabian its favorite food-a mouse with its limbs and tails gnawed off. The faint smell of 

blood and decomposition filled Fabian’s nostrils. 

 


